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Suppressive therapy can induce a shift of #symptoms. Suppression can complicate chronic

disease and set them on a dangerous journey through the system. This #odyssee is what the

author describes as 'The journey of a disease'. He exposes many mainstream #medical

#practices as suppressive therapy of symptoms. On the backgrounds of Hahnemann's theory

of miasms, the author paints vivid and disease. The book follows kent's work. It is written in

simple language, it has helped homeopaths and any common man to understand classical

homeopathy, which may cure chronic diseases and reverse suppression. With 40000 copies

sold in germany and switzerland, it is one of the most successful homeopathic book in German

language.

Praise for Dr. Andreas Michalsen and The Fasting Fix“Michalsen, a professor of clinical

complementary medicine at the Charité University Medical Center in Berlin, lays out the

science behind how fasting, combined with a healthy diet, can help people manage chronic

illness and live longer lives.” —Publishers Weekly“[Dr. Michalsen] is one of the best doctors of

natural medicine I have ever known. His therapies are based on solid scientific and clinical

pillars. In the field of therapeutic fasting, his clinic in Berlin is among the most prestigious in the

world and is at the forefront of experimentation and implementation of new scientific

discoveries on patients with diseases ranging from hypertension, diabetes, cancer, to multiple

sclerosis.” —Valter Longo, PhD, author of The Longevity Diet“Professor Michalsen is a world

expert in natural health approaches and now he makes his wisdom available to all.” —Wayne

B. Jonas, MD, author of How Healing Works“Dr. Andreas Michalsen has impeccable medical

credentials and has been curing thousands upon thousands of patients for more than thirty

years.” —Lorenzo Cohen, PhD, professor and director of the Integrative Medicine Program at

MD Anderson Cancer Center, and coauthor of Anticancer LivingAbout the AuthorAndreas

Michalsen, MD, PhD, is professor of clinical complementary medicine at the Charité University

Medical Center Berlin, the largest university hospital in Europe. He is also head of the

department of internal and complementary medicine at Immanuel Hospital Berlin. Dr.

Michalsen is board certified in internal medicine, emergency medicine, nutritional medicine,

and physical medicine and rehabilitation. He has published more than two hundred scientific

articles in top medical journals and has collaborated with Stanford University, Harvard

University, the University of Southern California, the Mayo Clinic, and many other institutions.

He is the author of the international bestseller The Nature Cure. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneRe-

Discovering the Natural and Healthy Rhythm of Eating Up until roughly 10,000 years ago, our

ancestors roamed the earth as hunter-gatherers without a permanent home. They collected

berries, seeds, roots, and mushrooms, hunted rabbits or buffalo. Gathering was more essential

than hunting, because fruit, seeds, and insects covered most of their daily calorie needs and

provided important vitamins and minerals. It is believed that meeting this daily caloric

requirement took three to six hours of work.Once humans harnessed the power of fire, they

were able to consume many parts of plants that had previously been inedible, broadening their

diets immensely. Though scientists haven’t been able to determine exactly when mankind

learned to light fires, it’s likely that even prehistoric humans such as homo erectus were able to

utilize natural fires caused by lightning as early as a million years ago. In any case, heating



plants dissolved fibrous components and destroyed many toxins. It seems plausible, therefore,

that many foods were made more digestible by being heated, and that this was beneficial to a

person’s health. Which is still true today.Raw Foods Nutrition experts and naturopaths have

long been debating whether raw foods are healthy, and if so, in what quantity. The fact is that

heating, chewing, and insalivating food relieves the gastro-intestinal tract from a large share of

its work. Heating food has likely protected people from infections in the past, and has therefore

prevailed throughout evolution. But it is doubtful that, given the optimal storage and

refrigeration options we have in our modern world, we still need to heat up everything we eat.

Nevertheless, it’s interesting to note that the bacteria required in our intestine to digest raw

food are different than those needed to digest cooked food. Where raw foods are concerned,

my opinion is that everyone should decide for themselves, depending on their physical

constitution, health, and tolerance. If, for example, your body is weakened due to an illness,

your digestive tract is usually also affected. In that case, I would advise eating steamed or

warmed-up meals rather than raw foods to relieve the stomach and the intestine.For a long

time, it was undisputedly assumed that the consumption of meat was of vital importance for the

brain to increase in size and therefore a crucial step in mankind’s development. This was

suggested by archeological discoveries in Africa, which showed that the brain increased in

weight just as early man left the African jungle behind and relocated to steppe-like regions.

Where our ancestors had mainly been following a plant-based diet before, they now had to

change their diet according to their new environment. In this new environment, they consumed

desert hares and other animals, because these dry regions lacked fruit-bearing trees and

bushes. This, at least, was the assumption for a long time. Since then researchers have come

to the realization that this reasoning was faulty: Nowadays, we classify the regions to which

early man migrated as steppe or even desert. But at the time, these regions were in fact

covered by forest. As a result, the theory linking meat consumption and growth in brain size is

no longer very convincing. It seems reasonable to now say that even if prehistoric man was an

omnivore, meat was a rarity on his menu.The diet of our ancestors was ideal from an

evolutionary point of view: It was mainly plant-based, and, above all, it was highly diverse.

Excavations have shown that the hunter- gatherers of the Stone Age hardly suffered from

malnutrition--they were larger in size and of better health than their descendants who had

settled down. Moreover, homo sapiens of the time were highly flexible. If there was a draught in

one area, they simply moved on; if one food item became inedible due to a pest infestation,

they just ate something else. For this reason, the hunter-gatherers of the Stone Age were “the

original affluent society,” as they say, because they lived exceptionally well. In addition to their

balanced diets, they lived in communities without any major stress factors—at the very least,

they never had to work to the point of burn-out. They were in the fresh air all day and got plenty

of exercise. Of course this doesn’t mean that life wasn’t hard, especially in regards to the

lack of medical care. Nevertheless, I’d like to draw special attention to the dietary habits of the

hunter-gatherers: largely plant-based and diverse. This is similar to the traditional diets in the

so-called “Blue Zones”--regions of the world where people live to an unusually old age while

still remaining healthy. It’s also important to note the natural rhythm of food intake

followed in the Stone Age. Nature dictated what and when people ate. If you found a bush

laden with berries, you ate as many berries as you could; if you killed an animal, you ate it

straight away. Once an area had nothing more to give, you moved on. Sometimes you had to

manage without food for days. Once the sun set, you would go to bed. After sunrise, there was

no breakfast waiting for you. You had to go out and procure breakfast. The nearest source of

food could be far away and hard to reach.Allowing Your Digestive System to Rest For tens of



thousands of years, humans had to grapple with short and long periods of hunger. But this

didn’t seem to be a problem for our bodies. In fact, today we know that our cells recover and

initiate repair mechanisms when our body is denied food for an extended period of

time. When humans started to settle down—cultivating land, farming livestock, storing

food for winter—they gained the ability to counter nature’s unpredictability. Questions such as

“What are we going to eat?” and “When are we going to eat?” became less of an issue. Even

though people were plagued by famine due to occasional crop failures, and life became more

exhausting because they had to toil in the fields and the stables from morning to night, there

were now more regular meals than before. However, through the systematic cultivation of

agricultural crops, food diversity was gradually lost. At the same time, people ate more animal

protein (meat and dairy products). This process continued until the industrial revolution

radically changed our dietary habits even more. Electricity, refrigerators, and fast transportation

gave people almost unlimited access to food. Today, people in many areas of the world have

the means to eat whatever they want, whenever they want. At first glance this seems like a

victory over the unpredictability of nature; a second glance, however, reveals that this is a

major problem for the biology of the human body. Modern progress, particularly in the

food industry, has actually had a negative effect on our genes and cells. The ancient program—

eating, followed by periods of starvation, followed by eating—is still deeply rooted within them.

There are a few recent genetic adaptations and changes in our body, but they are rare.

Europeans, for example, have developed the ability to digest cow’s milk over the last 10,000

years because of the advent of cattle farming. The enzyme lactase, which breaks down

lactose, enables many people of European descent to consume cow’s milk without getting

stomach cramps. Disregarding the Needs of Our Metabolism Other than a few adaptations, our

digestive and metabolic systems have remained nearly unchanged for 100,000 years. Change

simply wasn’t necessary. Over the course of evolution, the human organism has always been

smart. It has continually tried to find the best path to remaining healthy both in periods of

hunger and of abundance.But our bodies are completely overwhelmed by our 21st century

lifestyle. Modern methods of transportation and refrigeration allow for a permanent availability

of food from around the world. At any time of the year. There has been a proliferation of

industrially processed foods with numerous artificial additives, too much sugar, and too much

salt. Moreover, consuming meat every day is another modern achievement our body’s ancient

metabolic system is unable to handle.The problem is not just excess supply, but also how often

we eat. Most of us are accustomed to eating even when we’re not hungry, simply because we

can. Food is always available in the affluent society in which we live: a little morning snack

here, a coffee to go there, a piece of candy from the reception desk in the office, a slice of cake

from the cafeteria in the afternoon, or a smoothie, because it’s “healthy.” What’s perhaps

most surprising is that in spite of the abundance of food available to us, what we’re consuming

is not only not healthy enough but also not diverse enough. In other words, we’re eating too

many carbohydrates, animal protein, unhealthy fats, and additives. The Dramatic Increase of

Chronic DiseasesWe can all see and feel the consequences of our current way of eating.

Cases of obesity and diet-related diseases like hypertension, arthrosis, diabetes,

atherosclerosis, renal insufficiency, and back pains have been increasing dramatically for

years. The most common chronic diseases throughout the Western world--and

increasingly also in Asia and Africa--are arthrosis, rheumatism, hypertension, diabetes,

cardiovascular diseases such as coronary heart disease and stroke, respiratory disorders, and

cancer. A study conducted by the Robert Koch Institute showed that 43 percent of women and

38 percent of men in Germany suffer from at least one chronic disease. With increasing age,



the frequency of diseases increases. After the age of 65, there is often the possibility of having

multiple chronic diseases, regardless of gender. Diet-related diseases, however, are not a

biological fate. They’ve only become an epidemic because of our lifestyle and dietary

habits.Healing Chronic Diseases through Nutrition There have been enormous successes in

the medical field over the last 200 years. Through prevention, hygiene, vaccinations, and the

effective treatment of infections and injuries we are now able to treat and cure many acute and

severe diseases. Infant mortality has dropped drastically across the globe, and we’re generally

living longer and with better medical care. On the other hand, modern medicine lacks

sustainable treatment plans for the epidemic of chronic diseases that are connected to the way

we eat. Countless researchers are trying to develop innovative medications to try and fight

these effects. But medications are never as perfectly tailored to our bodies as healthy eating

and exercise.Doctors and pharmacologists, for example, have found ways to use medications

to lower high cholesterol levels caused by poor diets. But statins, the group of medications that

block cholesterol synthesis, cause the body to search for alternatives to produce cholesterol.

Which leads to side effects. While for most people the benefits of using statins outweigh the

risks, this is not true for all patients--especially when it comes to the elderly.An ideal therapy

looks different. For example, by changing your diet and exercising regularly, you can not only

treat hypercholesterolemia, but also prevent it. The root of the problem, ironically, is that

our bodies are very good at utilizing food. In prehistoric times, the availability of food wasn’t

always predictable. And so the body learned to build up fat reserves for times of scarcity. Good

utilizers of food, i.e. homo sapiens with more fat reserves that could tide them over times of

need, were the winners when it came to procreation. The ability to store sufficient fat reserves

was accordingly passed on to the following generation. But since famines are now rare in

Western civilizations, our fat reserves make little sense; external circumstances hardly require

us to use them. And so obesity, along with its related diseases, has long been on the

rise. Because evolution shaped our metabolism hundreds of thousands of years ago,

there is little we can do about the way our bodies utilize food. What we can do is change how

and what we eat. We must eat less, lighter, and healthier food (and fast at regular intervals),

because we’re no longer walking around outside for six hours a day. Instead, most of us are

sitting in offices for eight hours a day. Changing the way we eat is the only sensible solution.In

Ancient Greece, Hippocrates, the forefather of medicine, put díaita (dietary and lifestyle habits)

at the center of all therapy. Interestingly, to treat obesity, he recommended physical exercise

and only one large meal within a period of 24 hours—which is essentially intermittent fasting! --

This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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teacherB.K. BosePREFACEHahnemann states that life is based on the vital force, a self

adjusting principle within the human being. Once the vital force is in harmony, it keeps us

healthy, an irritation of this vital force leads to illness. Lack of the life force means death.Human

life is constantly threatened by emotional, physical and climatic influences. As long as our vital

force is strong enough, changes from the outside cannot affect our health. Normally, we can

withstand many difficulties, pressures and stress. However, it can happen that a minor reason

causes an illness. For example, a boy accused of stealing a bar of chocolate may fall sick with

meningitis or some other life-threatening disease. This shows us two things:1. �Life does not ot

last forever, it is transient.2. �The roots of a disease go far deeper than they appear on the

surface.You certainly know people who rarely had health problems, but after a personal

tragedy for example the death of someone they loved, they became seriously ill. Hahnemann

discovered that there has to be something within ourselves that makes us prone to sickness.

Hahnemann called this morbid force against life ‘miasm’. Very often, diseases result out of

quite simple reasons such as disorders in diet, overexposure to sun or cold, soaking in the rain,

abuse of alcohol or coffee, emotional shocks, anger, pleasant surprises, etc. The body might

react to those factors with headache, fever, bladder infection, gastric colic, flu, back pain, etc. It

is the existence of the latent psora, the first miasm identified by Hahnemann that explains this

specific individual vulnerability to acute illnesses. Disease symptoms like inflammation,

discharges, and presence of bacteria are only the result of the vital force weakened by the

miasm.Hahnemann observed that remedies such as Aconitum, Belladonna or Bryonia were

very effective in ameliorating the acute states of diseases but were not able to cure the patient

in a permanent way – that is, to cure the susceptibility to a specific disease. He realised that

disorders like the flu, diarrhoea, measles, scarlet fever, angina or migraine, are only an acute

explosion of a miasm. But at this stage he had still no explanation for the roots of chronic

diseases like epilepsy, asthma, diabetes, rheumatism, etc. It required further research, before

he found out the fundamental difference between acute and chronic miasms. One observation

which he repeatedly experienced was that the indicated remedies acted only partially or

temporarily. In addition, the symptoms relapsed or shifted to other parts of the body; for

example: shortly after the vanishing of the sinusitis, joint pains developed or the tendency to

cough switched to migraine.Hahnemann began to search and see where the real problem was.

He started to take a detailed case of each patient. He examined the time when the symptoms

began, the previous illnesses of the patient, and the medical history of the patient’s family and

all previous treatments, medical or surgical.Twelve years of intense work gave Hahnemann the

conviction that miasms, if not properly treated, become chronic and are passed on from

parents to their offspring. He was convinced that these hereditary chronic miasms are the root

of chronic diseases. It is often impossible to trace their origins due to the fact that cause and



beginning lie way back in the past.Miasms are hostile to the vital force and they act against it.

They should be the main focus of every homeopathic treatment. Disease symptoms are the

external expression of the internally deranged vital force; at the same time they are a cry for

help letting us know about the problems with which the vital force has to deal and asking us to

do something about it. In this sense, the occurrence of symptoms is a part of the defence

mechanism of the vital force. Let us imagine a situation in which a patient has a nosebleed; on

receiving a dose of the remedy Hamamelis he recovers from bleeding but develops brain

haemorrhage. This is a very serious situation; a symptom has been pushed from external to

internal. The nosebleed was only an expression of terrible miasmatic disorder, which, when

treated without being understood, has fatal consequences.Miasms make us susceptible to

ailments. They decide the kind of illness which may develop, and determine the intensity of it.

There is no disease, acute or chronic that comes ‘just like that’, ‘out of the blue’. In fact, each

serious chronic disease had primary alarm signs which were either ignored or suppressed.In

homeopathic treatment you can observe the following: the latest symptoms vanish at first, old

suppressed symptoms may reappear in reverse order and then be cured. Hahnemann

observed that many tuberculosis patients he treated had had skin rashes before being afflicted

with tuberculosis; So these rashes were the primary signs of a deeper derangement. In the

course of successful treatment these rashes reappeared.Let us take the example of a young

woman with acne, nervousness and menstruation problems. Having taken a homeopathic

remedy she is happy about the improved looks and texture of her skin. The homeopath,

however, cannot share her joy. The external symptoms might have been suppressed. The outer

appearance and the skin symptoms were not the priority in this case. The patient should be

able to find her mental harmony first, then the menstruation problems should improve and,

eventually, the skin symptoms should get better.We need to be aware of the fact that in the

process of homeopathic treatment, depending on the varying miasmatic background, skin

rashes might appear in the form of redness, allergies, acne, hives, abscesses, boils, etc. It may

also result in excessive sweating or frequent urination. In hyperactive children (attention deficit

disorder (ADD), hyperactivity) I often observed high fever and diarrhoea as a reaction to the

homeopathic remedy. There are different ways in which the vital force tries to clear itself. It is a

transient phase of self-cleansing, no medicine, even an acute homeopathic remedy, should be

given; it will unnecessarily prolong the whole healing process.I have often seen patients with

business or family problems who developed painful haemorrhoids or perianal itching after

taking a correctly chosen remedy. They feel better but the body begins to itch. A young mother

with depression and complete loss of motivation, after a dose of medicine develops strong

itching of the vulva but feels emotionally much better.During the course of the healing process

the physician might be tempted to treat the patient with some kind of intercurrent remedy. The

elimination of a subjectively annoying symptom will disturb the whole process and block the

way to the complete and natural healing. During constitutional treatment when a patient, for

example, receives a dose of Psorinum, his fears, nervousness, negative state of mind, all

improve, but the symptoms of the skin aggravate. The itching rashes begin to bleed or

discharge pus. This aggravation becomes very annoying for the patient and he constantly

pressurises the physician to do something about it. At some point the homeopath is likely to

surrender to the patient and try to soothe the strong itching. However, if we look at the patient

we will notice that, despite the annoying, itching he looks better; he is less nervous and has

lost a few pounds of his overweight. Any change of the homeopathic medication would disturb

the process of healing. Only in cases when there is a life-threatening situation is it advisable to

consider administering another dose of the remedy or to change the remedy.Homeopathic



treatment of chronic or miasmatic diseases requires patience both from patients and from

doctors. The physician who suppresses a miasmatic state or disease works against nature and

its laws of cure.The removal of the uterus because of a myoma or the excision of lumps from

the breast is not cure. This can only eliminate the result or the fruit of the disease. For example,

a woman with many cases of breast cancer in her family may have strong fear of cancer. The

surgeon’s scalpel cannot reach this deeply-rooted miasmatic fear. It will only remove the

product of the disease and not cure it. The removal of a tumor is only the removal of what the

disease has produced – a fruit or an egg.Many of the so called modern doctors are aware of

this and would even like to follow the path showed by Hahnemann. But to do this, they have to

adopt a totally new concept of life, disease and cure. It is hard for them to undergo such

enormous changes. That is why many keep treating neurodermatitis (as the name suggests

“Neuro” – has to do with the nervous state of the patient) with cortisone, constipation with an

endless repetition of laxatives, sleeplessness with sedatives, etc.Homeopathy is growing more

and more popular. I think that we must primarily thank our patients for their strong support in

ensuring the rapid growth of homeopathy. It is through their support that homeopathy has

become the leading alternative system of medicine worldwide.I always wished to write a book

which would be informative and useful both to patients and therapists. In this book I have tried

to elaborate the essence of evolution in medicine as perceived by Hahnemann, Kent and Bose.

My wish is to see people become healthier. Each patient should try to locate the internal cause

of their external symptoms. Rashes on the skin, acne at puberty, flushes at menopause, minor

vaginal discharge or anal itching does not always require the strongest treatments. What it first

requires is a thorough examination of the inner state.Those patients whose present sickness

has appeared after the removal of hemorrhoids, warts or after applying skin ointment, etc. have

to become more aware before repeating the same mistake another time.In short by the

presentation of this work I would like the public to become aware how life can be crippled by

the suppression of symptoms from methods of treatment which are not based on Nature’s law

of cure.As the revolutionary homeopathic concept of health and disease is very new to many,

some important points and sections have been intentionally repeated and presented from

different angles.The second part of this book is based on my lectures. Hence to keep

maximum authenticity, the character and flow of the spoken language has been

preserved.Specific symptoms of particular miasms are listed systematically at the end of the

description. This is especially directed to homeopaths to facilitate the identification of the

miasms. I hope this book will become a valuable and indispensable tool in their everyday

practice.With gratitude and joy I present this book to lovers of homeopathy all over the world;

my students and colleagues in Switzerland, Germany, Poland, Norway, Finland, India and other

countries.Thanks to the whole SHI Team.Zug, January 2008Mohinder Singh
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I :INTRODUCTION TO CLASSICAL HOMEOPATHYWHAT IS CLASSICAL HOMEOPATHY?

Homeopathy is a science curing acute and chronic diseases in accordance with the laws of

nature. Already Hippocrates mentioned the rules upon which this method of cure is based on.

Homeopathy was discovered and developed about 200 years ago by Dr. C.F.S.

Hahnemann.The basic principles of classic homeopathy are:• �Law of similars• �Vital force• �

Individualization• �Drug proving• �Potentisation• �Use of single remedies in the smallest possible

dosesHomeopathy sees the human being as a whole, as an individual who consists of body,

mind and soul. Features of character, habits, and mental and physical symptoms play an

equally important role as the medical history of the patient and his family. First of all, it is the

human being who is treated in homeopathy, not the illness. Homeopathic remedies help people

to regain their inner balance and fight the disease themselves. This is why two people with the

same diagnosis of their disease will most likely be prescribed two different homeopathic

remedies. Diagnosis is not the core of the homeopathic examination. It is the way the patient

expresses his disease which is important; the specific symptoms which make him different

from other patients with the same disease are relevant for prescribing a homeopathic

remedy.Homeopathy uses remedies in very small doses prepared according to the rules of

potentisation (dilution and succussion). This process often so greatly potentises the primary

substance which was the basis for the remedy that there is be no molecule of the substance in

the final form of the homeopathic remedy. Through dilution, the basic substances lose their

toxic effects and therefore homeopathic medicines have no toxic harmful side effects. This

makes homeopathy the ideal medicine for each age, including infants and pregnant

women.Accusations saying that highly diluted homeopathic remedies work like placebo lose

their cogency when it comes to the successful results in treatment of infants, animals and

plants.The merit of homeopathy was for the first time widely recognized in treatment of cholera,

scarlet fever epidemics, and other acute ailments. It then gained worldwide recognition as a

successful cure for chronic recurrent diseases. Homeopathy has the power to cure a lot of

these diseases in a permanent way.Homeopathy is based on the principles formulated by

Hahnemann. These natural principles are permanent laws of nature just as any other

elementary rule of physics. They do not hamper the homeopaths or the development of

homeopathy, but they are the stable basis, the root for further progress.DR. C.F.S.

HAHNEMANN THE FATHER OF HOMEOPATHY 1755 - 1843Christian Friedrich Samuel

Hahnemann was born on the 10th April 1755 in Meissen. He was the son of a porcelain

painter. From 1775 to 1779 he studied medicine in Leipzig, Vienna and Erlangen. He was a

linguistic genius, and as a student he earned his living translating medical and other works. He

was a polyglot and knew perfect Latin, Greek, Hebrew, English, French, Italian and Syriac. In

1789 he worked as a young doctor at the apothecary, Haeseler in Dessau, where he

developed his knowledge in chemistry and pharmacy. In 1782 he married Henriette Leopoldine

Kuechler, Haeseler’s stepdaughter and started his practice. After two years, however, he gave



up, disappointed by the harsh medical practices of that time. He did not want to have anything

in common with a medicine that “turns life into death so easily and evokes new chronic

diseases which are even more difficult to cure than the ones primarily treated”. He dedicated

himself to literary work and wrote or translated books on chemistry and medicine.In 1790,

Hahnemann worked on the translation of Cullen’s Treatise on Materia Medica. When he came

across a passage about cinchona bark he could not fully make sense of Cullen’s explanations.

Cullen stated that quinine was the right treatment for malaria due to its astringent qualities.

Hahnemann decided to prove this by examining the effects of quinine on himself; having

administered some to himself, he developed all of the symptoms of malaria without having

come down with the actual disease. The symptoms disappeared each time he stopped taking

quinine and reappeared when he took it again. This was the moment when the fundamental

rule of homeopathy was discovered: like cures like. Hahnemann experimented further and

tested many other substances on himself, his family and friends. In 1796, six years after the

experiment with china bark, he formulated the theory of homeopathy: The curative power of

remedies depends on the symptoms they evoke. By causing symptoms similar yet stronger

than the symptoms of the disease, the core of the illness is annihilated. Similia similibus

curenturIn 1810, Hahnemann published his main work The Organon of Rational Medicine in

which he described the doctrine of homeopathy. There were five editions during his lifetime and

the book was translated into ten languages; the sixth edition was published 80 years after his

death.Hahnemann moved to Leipzig in 1811 to give lectures on homeopathy at Leipzig

University. His success and positive results in the treatment of cholera and typhoid epidemics

brought the jealousy and envy of his colleagues and of the apothecaries of Leipzig. In 1819,

the authorities of Leipzig banned him from making and dispensing remedies and he was

therefore unable to continue his work. Having been offered the position of a personal physician

to the Duke of Koethen, Hahnemann left Leipzig in 1821. In Koethen he continued his studies

on homeopathy and practiced further. In 1830, Henriette, his wife, died at the age of 67; they

had been married for 48 years and she bore and raised his ten children. After her death,

Hahnemann stayed in Koethen with two of his daughters. In the years 1830-1831 he was very

successful in treatment of a cholera epidemic. It was the time when homeopathy became very

popular not only in Germany but also in America, England, Hungary, France, Italy and other

countries. In 1834, Hahnemann was visited by the Marquise Marie Mélanie d’Hervilly from

Paris, a 34-year-old painter and poet who came looking for homeopathic help and consultation;

for both of them it was love at first sight. Hahnemann, who was 80 years old at that time,

married Mélanie after six months in spite of all the doubts of his family. In 1835, he left most of

his assets to his children and moved to Paris where he ran a successful homeopathic practice

together with his young wife. It was like a second youth for him and he worked hard on the

development of homeopathy. He even invented a new method of potentisation: the LM-or Q-

potencies. In 1834, Hahnemann suffered from severe bronchitis and he passed away on the

2nd July. At his deathbed, his wife said to him; “You have soothed pains of so many people that

God should not let you suffer.” He replied; “Why so? Everybody in this world works up to the

abilities he has been given by God. God has no obligation towards me. I owe Him everything as

I was granted with such gifts.”Hahnemann’s grave is at the ‘‘Cimetière du Père-Lachaise’’ in

Paris.THE CONCEPT OF LIFEIt is the living being that defines life. Life itself cannot be

measured or detected. The body, its form and structure are therefore the means which make

life perceptible, which physically seize its existence. We tend to associate our own personal

identity with our physicality; we want everything to have a physical form. That is why we have

so many problems in believing what we cannot perceive with our five senses and this is how



we come to lose our personal identity. We forget that our external and our internal are closely

related; one depends upon the other. It is actually because of this strong interconnection

between body and soul that everything may seem to be mechanical. It is the will to walk that

first appears in our mind, and then it is realized through the coordinated movement of our legs.

We can see it, but we cannot view the thoughts that provoked it. A face red from anger is only a

reflection of one of the various human emotions and moods. Tears conceive the story of a

person’s experience whereas tear glands are the device we use to express our emotions.We

identify friends and enemies in our environment through their body. It determines the way we

perceive people. We pay so much attention to our outward appearance. We want to look

attractive and handsome, wear fashionable clothes and often we do more for our material side

than for our inner selves. You can certainly think of some great or extraordinary people and

notice that they were not necessarily incredibly handsome or did not wear fashionable clothes.

Think of what we say when we go to the grave of a beloved person. We always say: “What a

great person he or she was” and somehow we never mention their body…HEALTH, DISEASE

AND CUREHomeopathy sees the origin of disease within the spiritual not within the material

world. Disease is just another level of life in the same way as health. They both have their

specific ways of display.Health is a state of harmony, meaning that all the body organs and

their functions are in a rhythmic and coordinate correspondence with the mind and soul. In this

atmosphere of peacefulness, joy and freedom, an individual can live, eat and digest normally.

Everyday activities can be dealt without stress or anxiety. This coordinated flow from the soul to

the mind and body is known as health.The vital force is responsible for maintaining this flow. It

protects us from illnesses. Our vital force can be compared with a source of energy strong

enough to face extreme stress, immense changes of temperature and other unusual situations.

As long as this store of energy within us has the ability to recharge we stay in a balanced state

of health. Nevertheless, we all live in a consumers’ society, we use up our reserves in living

monotonous lives, eating junk food and doing nothing for our body and spirit.Disease is the

manifest of a disturbed vital force. Bacteria and viruses threaten us only when our vital force is

unable to cope with them. The weakened vital force surrenders to their hostile attacks and

sends us alarm signals in the form of disease symptoms.The first stage of deterioration of our

health takes place at the so-called dynamic level before it moves on to the physical level. This

means the symptoms of a disease are only the fruits of disease. Let us take an example of a

young man who comes for a consultation due to low back pain; he is distressed about the final

term examination. The back pain symptoms are probably the manifestation of his overworked

mind. He probably thinks he has strained himself but why did this happen at a certain time and

under these circumstances? Another example is the one of a man who has been dining at the

same restaurant for years and one day, after ordering a meal he has eaten many times before,

he falls sick. He wass getting gastroenteritis. When we take a closer look we will see that the

previous evening he had a terrible fight with his wife who threatened to leave him.Our natural

self-defence mechanism will not let bacteria, viruses or pollen into our inner system as long as

the protective layer is not weakened or has a gap. What comes first is the disease on the

dynamic and not on the physical level.Hahnemann used to say that true pathological

modifications in the body are the final result of a long morbid process. They do not say

anything about cause or initiation of an illness.One cannot observe life in any other form than

in its different phenomena, such as feelings and moods of an individual as well as motions and

functions of the body. Disease is nothing else but an altered state of life which manifests itself

through altered sensations and functions.The only way we can obtain a complete cure is by

strengthening the vital force to be able to regain its normal functions, this means changing ill



tissue into healthy tissue once again. Removing diseased organs or suppressing symptoms will

not lead to a dynamic state of health.Summary1. �Illness is an inherent part of life; it does not

come from outside but starts in the inside of a person. The level of illness is opposite to the

level of health.2. �Illness is nothing else but a modified state of health manifesting itself through

different functional and organic symptoms. Symptoms are the alarm signals sending warnings

about the inner state of disharmony.3. �Cure is possible only if the vital force is provided with

dynamic support so that it can regain strength and restore health. Homeopathy follows the

rules of nature and uses potentized, dynamic remedies which stimulate the vital

force.CURECure is not defined by eliminating annoying symptoms. Cure means returning to

the state of health that existed before the illness; it stands for restoring the pre-illness state. In

case of relapse, the process of healing has not been successfully completed; for example, a

migraine is not cured as long as the attacks return. It is the same with influenza symptoms,

disappearing after treatment but the patient has no appetite and cannot sleep. If a patient after

a stomach infection treatment still has cramps, even though the blood test results appear to be

normal – the cure has not taken place.Temporary alleviation or suppression can easily be

mistaken for the process of cure. Focusing on soothing or palliation of symptoms is necessary

when it comes to treatment of lethal, incurable and complex states; however, suppressing a

disease is like pouring petrol into fire. Of course, at the beginning the patient is happy that his

painful symptoms have disappeared but after some time, he will notice that he is having new

problems in other parts of the body. Let us take the example of a patient after treatment for

sinusitis; he does not suffer from the disorder in his sinuses anymore but oedema develops in

his legs and feet. Another illustration of this concept is of a patient treated for arthritis; his joint

pains are alleviated but he starts suffering from high blood pressure. As another good example,

we can look at the case of a woman suffering from depression; she cannot enjoy her life

anymore after her daughter went away to America. The first perturbation, disturbance of the

vital force takes place; she falls into worry and is suffering. She chews over her past like a

chewing gum and a few months later she palpates lumps in her breast. The appalling diagnosis

strikes brutally: cancer. The woman will have her breast removed and will undergo

chemotherapy; she will be left with the conviction of having been cured. However, her thoughts

are still with her daughter; the root of her problem is still present and noxious. Cancer was

nothing but a façade of a deeply-rooted problem. One cannot expect to cure the tree by picking

the ugly, diseased fruit. Within a short time she will have ovarian cysts which will be removed;

then asthma and polyarthritis will develop. Soon a massive bleeding will lead to a fatal

end.Hahnemann taught us that the origin of a disease is related to the dynamic level where the

vital force itself is situated. Illness is just a reflection of the disturbed and weakened vital force.

Choosing the homeopathic remedy correctly, in accordance with the law of similars, means

strengthening the vital force so that it is able to heal restore its balance and eliminate the

susceptibility to ailments.LAW OF SIMILARSDr. C. F. S. Hahnemann was the founder of the

homeopathic science of healing. He had the intuitive knowledge that basic principles of cure do

exist. Hahnemann was convinced that nature would not have provided us with so many

curative substances, plants, metals and minerals, without giving us the understanding and

knowledge to use them. Hahnemann developed the basic concept of homeopathy and

postulated its major law: Similia similibus curentur. He considered it to be permanent,

unchangeable and independent of external conditions, influences and factors.Hahnemann

recognized the significance of this principal law of nature by the quinine experiment – similia

similibus curentur – likes cures likes. This concept was already known to Hippocrates and

Paracelsus. However, Hahnemann was the first one who elaborated this principle into a healing



science.The principle ‘likes cures likes’ means that a remedy having the capacity for curing a

certain group of symptoms must have the ability to provoke the same symptoms when

administered to a healthy person. In other words: a remedy that produces certain set of

symptoms in a healthy individual can cure the same in a diseased individual.This is why

homeopathic remedies are tested on healthy humans. Homeopathic remedies are never based

on animal experiments because animals could not express special sensations like “feeling of

fear beginning in the stomach” or “stabbing burning pain”.Having a patient with strong

abdominal colic feeling better when bending and in warmth and feeling worse in a straightened

position we administer a dose of Colocynthis due to the fact that being tested on a healthy

person this very same remedy develops identical symptoms of colic.Elimination of constipation

with the use of laxatives or soothing pains with pain-killers cannot be considered as cure. It is

just a short-term alleviation of suffering.Treatment not based on the principles of nature or

based on the principle of contraries cannot cure the patient in a smooth and permanent way.

That is why Hahnemann was against removing single symptoms but aimed at the obliteration

of the ‘totality of symptoms’. This totality also includes the cause (causa) and exciting factor

that evoked the disease. If the causes are not removed, for example the diarrhea provoked with

laxatives will only aggravate the chronic constipation.“Doctor, I am constipated” is the way a

patient usually expresses the cause of his suffering. He doesn’t say: “My bowels are

constipated”. How should we understand that? It tells us that the cause lies way back in the

past and is much deeper than the capacity of a laxative. It cannot reach the cause of the

disease and in the worst case, will only disturb the functioning of the bowels. Palliative

treatment is good eyewash. It brings alleviation on the level of local symptoms and at the same

time it weakens the vital force. We cannot mistake a temporary soothing of asthma or a one-

season success in treating hay fever for healing. Healing can be obtained only by the activity of

the vital force or immune system and not through an external influence of medications such as,

e.g. antihistamines in case of allergy which are suppressive and only intensify the deepness of

disease.Try to analyze your own experience with palliative treatment. Maybe now when your

annual hay fever has been “successfully cured” you are realizing some whistling sound in your

chest or after a local treatment you don’t have skin problems any longer but you might notice

that you are much more nervous than usual and get easily irritated.These examples are

serious indications signalling that the organic illness has taken a more severe form. The

outward symptoms were eliminated but internally your state has gotten even worse.This does

not normally happen in homeopathy. If we choose the remedy according to the rules written

down by Hahnemann, suppression and side effects will not take place.Hahnemann was a man

of wisdom and had a great understanding of nature and its laws. He explained the law of

similars through everyday examples such as: when we get cold and want to warm our hands

we should never take hot water. Our hands would get even colder afterwards. Washing them

with cold water instead, they will get warm very quickly. Or having lost a large amount of

money, there is nothing that can bring us comfort or consolation (that would be a contrary

treatment). However, hearing about some greater loss, of somebody losing a loved one, or of a

serious fire that devastated our house, we would forget the financial loss and not even

remember our earlier worry.If you look around there are so many examples of the healing

power of nature. The basic homeopathic principle: “Similia similibus curentur” is part of

it.HOMEOPATHY – AN INDIVIDUAL MEDICINEHomeopathy perceives and treats every

patient as an individual human being. There are no specific therapeutic recipes as in other

medical systems (this drug for diarrhea, this medicine for pains, this one for sleeplessness, that

one for a cold, etc.). If a patient asks: “Can you prescribe me some medicine for my diarrhea?”



the homeopath’s answer should be: “No, but I have a remedy for you which should help you to

regain your health”. It is crucial for the patient to describe exactly the way he feels and to

specify the symptoms. This way the homeopath may clarify the case and find out what makes

this patient’s diarrhea different from a diarrhea of another person. Maybe he is always very

thirsty and passing a stool makes him feel better, whereas another patient may be not thirsty at

all and collapses after stool. These symptoms are not directly related to the diagnosis.

However, they give the individual characteristics of the patient. Whether the stool tests

diagnosed amoebas or salmonella does not play a direct role for the prescription of a

homeopathic remedy.The more peculiar and strange the symptom, the more significance it has

for the homeopath. “Dry mouth, very thirsty” is not an interesting symptom compared to the

symptom “Extreme dryness of mouth, no thirst”. Not much attention will be paid to the

symptom “asthma, better when sitting and fresh air” compared to the importance of “asthma,

easier by breathing when lying on the stomach”. The homeopath has to discover all the

individual, peculiar symptoms like a detective.Human individuality is the most perfect creation

of nature. We are different not only through our body characteristics and appearance but also

through our attitudes and reactions. Each of us has likes and dislikes, preferences and

aversions. We all spend our lives searching for our own place on earth and a person we could

love. We wear the clothes and eat the food we like. We all find our happiness and joy in

different ways. We also demonstrate our identity in our moods and reactions such as sadness

and happiness. This is Mother Nature’s piece of art. Just as we are identified by our name,

similarly we are characterized by our behavior and actions.Looking for these unique features in

every healthy individual brings us closer to nature. We learn to recognize and accept the

different faces of nature. The study of homeopathy shows the many pictures of life and its

different forms. We need to recognize and accept the various types of people in their normal

state in order to be able to notice the specific peculiarities in case of disease. This is why a true

homeopath is the one who perceives the patient not only with the physical sense of sight but

also with the eyes of intuition, with the deeper insight. The task the homeopath faces is far

more difficult than to simply diagnose a disease. He has to individualize each patient as to his

nature, character, the cause of his sickness and the peculiarity of his symptoms. While we are

considering homeopathic cases the focus is on the alleviation and healing of the individual

patient’s situation. The homeopath has no guarantee that having successfully brought one

patient to a healing with a certain homeopathic remedy he could use the same remedy in

another similar case. Remedies necessary for the treatment of individual patients are just as

different as their reactions and susceptibility to the disease.It is not only the right choice of

remedy but also the choice of the potency that matters. This needs to be individualized as well.

For example, if a patient is very vulnerable to every change of temperature, phases of the

moon and everyday-life problems, the homeopath should not consider administering a higher

potency.Individual counselling plays a very important role during treatment and especially

during the stage of homeopathic aggravation. The process of healing has various phases.

Some of them may be annoying to the patients’ partners and the patient himself. Individual

counselling is crucial in helping the patients and their families accept the different stages on

the way to the complete cure. The responsibility of the homeopath goes beyond the sheer act

of prescribing a remedy. With patients who feel worse when comforted we should be careful

when it comes to posing questions. Furthermore, we should never criticize or directly oppose

them. We should sense the patient by the way he reacts to our questions and act according to

his individuality.Everything concerning the patient needs to be done in accordance with his

individuality. For example, there is no universal type of diet that would be good for every



person. There may be patients suffering from hyperacidity feeling better after eating lemon

fruits; or imagine a patient suffering from lumbago; if he is feeling better when moving and

exercising you should not tell him to lay down. We should always consider the patient’s

individual needs.The more peculiar or rare the symptom, the more individual is our perception

of the patient. Let us take the example of a patient with gastritis (where normally eating makes

things worse) who feels better after eating. This specific modality has a very important

meaning. Another example may be the modality of Arsenicum album when a burning pain is

soothed by warm drinks, warm food or external application of warmth.The general symptoms

of a disease are of no value for the homeopath for the individualization of the patient. The most

important thing is to find the reactions which are specific for this particular patient only. With

patient A and patient B suffering from the same infection, e.g. bladder infection with

colibacillus, we need to get to know what it is that makes their ailments different. They both

have the urge to urinate, burning pain in the bladder and mild fever. These are the symptoms

typical for cystitis and therefore they play a minor role by the determination of a homeopathic

remedy. We would be more interested in the distinct characteristics, e.g. whether the burning

occurs before, during or after urinating. What is the character of the pain? Is it sharp and

stabbing, pulsating, or burning? What kind of smell has the urine? Does it smell like horse

urine, ammonia, asparagus, etc.? Modalities are of crucial importance, especially by acute

cases. They characterize the individual in his or her disease.Homeopaths need to go a long

way before they are finally able to choose the right remedy for the patient. There are no

shortcuts or easy alternatives. They need to go through a serious and intense study of the

human types and of the homeopathic materia medica.AM I ILL OR IS IT MY BODY? “I” AND

“MY”Determination of the true causes of illness is very often problematic. Modern hospitals,

perfectly equipped laboratories, well-educated doctors – they all do their very best. Every

single virus, every bacteria must be identified and given a name. Even though nobody knows

what the disease really means and who the ill patient is, the label is assigned and the

diagnosis is given.The body is examined, the disease is determined and a drug strong enough

to destroy the culprit is prescribed. The X-rays and diagnostic tests made before and after the

treatment are compared and only “scientific data” will be used to pass judgement upon the final

result of the therapy. A patient with shin bone sarcoma has his tibia amputated. After a follow-

up treatment and a series of examinations he is regarded as cured. A patient suffering from

constipation for 20 years visits his family doctor over and over again, complaining: “I am

constipated”. Laxatives are all he receives every time. His symptoms are the language of

nature expressing the dynamic entity of the disease. How come the patient does not say: “My

bowels are constipated”, but “I am constipated”?A patient comes to his doctor and says: “I’m ill.

I don’t feel good”. This will set off a series of medical examinations done by all possible

specialists and physicians.,They will certainly study the patient’s body thoroughly. If they are

unable to find anything, they will label the disease as psychosomatic and the patient will be

send to a psychologist or, even better, to a psychiatrist.If anything can be found at the physical

level it will be given the name of a disease right away. Our physical state is soon granted its

own separate identity and handled as an independent being with the ability to keep its health or

become ill.In no time the body is treated as if it is a broken-down car which can be simply fixed

in a garage. If necessary some parts may be exchanged, others may be removed. If only it

were this way. It would be so great, so fantastic, so simple!Cure is not possible if we consider

just the pathological basis. Cancer cannot be eliminated by the removal of the affected tissue.

Cancer itself is a sole manifestation of the disease in a specific area of the body. The disease

occurs first as a dynamic disturbance of the inner balance before it appears on the surface. A



dead body has no allergies or infections. It lacks this part of humanity which can feel, think,

wish and react. Human mind and spirit derive directly from nature. It is our instrument for

perceiving the reality; for thinking, feeling and for enjoying the unbound landscape of life. Once

our will is infected and our mind can no longer distinguish between right and wrong, good or

bad, the crystal clear prism of life becomes blunt. People start to neglect themselves; they hide,

lie and betray themselves. Trying to conceal the truth and keep the superficial image of strong

and righteous people, they lose themselves. When some unexpected problems appear, the

rigid structure built with so much effort, the façade these people were trying to keep, falls to

pieces.To survive in this insane mechanism of reality in which we live today; to outlast the

omnipresent run for material goods we need to remember that we are responsible for our well-

being. We live in two extremes: on the one hand, we neglect our soul and the true joy of life

and on the other we give ourselves away to care and blind love for our physicality. Our mind is

imprisoned in the role in which we ourselves have placed it. There is no time to ask: “Who are

you? What is your reality? What is your role? What are the responsibilities you have towards

yourself and your body?”We have been granted by nature with this wonderful gift of life. It is all

ready, waiting for us. The soul lives in a beautiful house of which we ourselves have to take

good care.As with all living beings, humanity is the compound of body and soul. We can see

numerous proofs for this binary identity in our everyday life. It influences the way we express

our illness as well. A patient might say: “I have a headache, my legs are heavy, but I feel calm

and happy”. “I love sweets but my stomach cannot take them”. “I am constipated”. “My neck is

stiff, I am dizzy”.We use ‘I’ and ‘my’ again. We can touch and palpate the physical body.

However, are we really conscious of the fact that we will never be able to palpate this I’? The

only way we can come closer to it and touch it is with a friendly word or some sign of goodwill.

This indicates the presence of a dynamic existence which cannot be detected with X-rays or

some modern machinery. The soul can be sensed and touched only with another soul.For

example a terminal patient in hospital is suffering from unbearable pain which no drug can

alleviate. His relatives feel helpless and only pray that death might soon bring an end to his

sufferings. He is still in pain, every day stronger and stronger, until one day someone comes to

see him. It is someone close who means very much to him; someone who understands him.

After this short visit, the patient finds peace and shortly after embarks on his last journey,

painless and free.It is not a question of believing or not believing. It is all about observing the

reality. If the duality of human nature were not true we would not need two different words for

the distinction. And if it is true that ‘I’ carry my body as ‘My’ identification then why shall we look

for the causes of the disease on the physical level?VITAL FORCEHahnemann writes in

paragraph 10 of his Organon of the Art of Healing:The material organism, without the vital

force, is capable of no sensation, no function, so self preservation; it derives all sensation and

performs all the functions of life solely by means of the immaterial being (the vital force) which

animates the material organism in health and disease.Life can derive from another life only.

Every cell has a dynamic force within its core, its nucleus. It is the engine for the different

functions the cell has to fulfill. In 1897 Virchow, a famous German pathologist, pointed out in

his work on cellular pathology: “Pathology is a branch of biology which means that the disease

is a form of life under altered conditions”. This conclusion was considered one of the greatest

achievements of the nineteenth century. However, long before Virchow’s work, in 1813,

Hahnemann published an article The Spirit of the homeopathic doctrine of medicine in which

he wrote:As the condition of the organism and its healthy state depend solely on the state of

the life which animates it, in like manner it follows that the altered state, which we term

disease, consists in a condition altered originally only in its vital sensibilities and functions,



irrespective of all chemical or mechanical principles; in short it must consist in an altered

dynamic condition….A normal, healthy person can sleep well, eat well, has no problems with

digestion and all her bodily organs function well. Above all, her spirit is in peace, the woman

loves herself and others. She is happy with what she has and feels gratitude for all this to other

people and to her God. This is what we call a state of health. In illness the first disturbance

takes place on the dynamic, nonphysical level of human existence. Symptoms of the disease

and all the pathological laboratory results are the fruits of this primary interference.The

radiating energy of the vital force creates a defence mechanism for the body. This is what

protects us from disease. Every individual has a distinct vital force with its own characteristics

and intelligence. It stimulates energy, controls the state of the body and maintains a

harmonious balance between the spirit and the organs of the body. This force is the basis of

our existence, energy is the means, motion and action is a visible consequence of the two.

When you see a car turning on an intersection, you know it is not the car itself taking the road

but that it is the choice and will of the driver that determines this action. The coachwork, engine

and wheels – these are all the outer mechanism ruled by the driving person.Even under

difficult conditions, the vital force struggles to keep an inner balance. When we lose our job or

a loved one; after a burglary or when our child is diagnosed with an incurable disease; the vital

force is trying to preserve a balance within. Often we do not even realize this delicate and

balancing work of our vital force. However, when it cannot resist the burden of this pressure

anymore, our inner force sends us a warning, an alarm signal – a symptom. This symptom can

be just a warning or the first noticeable symptom of an illness. If we do not take it seriously and

ignore it, it may result in a deep-seated disturbance. Just take an example of a businessman

for whom money is the only interest in life. He is reluctant to take any exercise; he drinks too

much coffee and alcohol, smokes too much and does not get enough sleep. It will not take long

before this man starts having heart palpitations. This, of course, does not suggest any organic

trouble yet. Instead of waking up and listening to this internal warning, the man keeps up with

his unhealthy lifestyle. This weakens the vital force even more and may later result in an

organic heart disease.Every symptom is a call for help. As it is the vital force calling, the first

stage of healing and cure has to take place at this dynamic level. Homeopathic remedies

become dynamic through potentisation and thus act on this dynamic level. In other words:

homeopathy helps the patients regain the balance of their vital force and heal themselves. Vital

force is a dynamic force; therefore it is best reached with the smallest doses of dynamic

help.RULE OF THE SMALLEST POSSIBLE DOSESWhat we see, feel, observe and what we

can detect with a microscope is nothing more than the final result of the illness. Disease

manifests its presence from the centre to the periphery. This means that the beginning of the

illness remains invisible before the disease can be observed in the symptoms of the body.

Medicines administered in physical quantities will only influence the physical level of the

patient. Weight and age determine the amount of the dose. This is the reason why drugs such

as laxatives, sedatives, and other medicines prescribed to support organic functions, have to

be taken on a regular basis. They are not dynamised or potentised. This means they are not

able to stimulate the mind and body on a dynamic level. They work as local stimulants or

tranquilisers only.
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Opposite of Addiction is Connection), Terpenes for Well-Being: A Comprehensive Guide

to Botanical Aromas for Emotional and Physical Self-Care (Natural Herbal Remedies

Aromatherapy Guide), CBD: A Patient's Guide to Medicinal Cannabis--Healing without the

High, Handbook of Cannabis for Clinicians: Principles and Practice, Cannabis Is Medicine:

How Medical Cannabis and CBD Are Healing Everything from Anxiety to Chronic Pain, Medical

Cannabis Handbook for Healthcare Professionals, The Nature Cure: A Doctor's Guide to the

Science of Natural Medicine, Drug Use for Grown-Ups: Chasing Liberty in the Land of Fear,

The Medical Marijuana Guide: Cannabis and Your Health, Terpenes: The Magic in Cannabis,
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Alastair Yarrow, “A useful guide to understanding the Homoeopathic Miasms. an excellent

description of the actions of the miasms. Anyone struggling to understand the actions of the

miasms will find this book a great help. it as a book that anyone could read and gain an

appreciation of how the inherited aspects of health manifest themselves.”

The book by MOHINDER SINGH JUS has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 7 people have provided

feedback.
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